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ABSTRACT 
Highly faceted geometries such as nanowires are prone to form self-formed features, especially those that are driven by segregation. 
Understanding these features is important in preventing their formation, understanding their effects on nanowire properties, or 
engineering them for applications. Single elemental segregation lines that run along the radii of the hexagonal cross-section have 
been a common observation in alloy semiconductor nanowires. Here, in GaAsP nanowires, two additional P rich bands are formed 
on either side of the primary band, resulting in a total of three segregation bands in the vicinity of three of the alternating radii. These 
bands are less intense than the primary band and their formation can be attributed to the inclined nanofacets that form in the 
vicinity of the vertices. The formation of the secondary bands requires a higher composition of P in the shell, and to be grown under 
conditions that increase the diffusivity difference between As and P. Furthermore, it is observed that the primary band can split into 
two narrow and parallel bands. This can take place in all six radii, making the cross sections to have up to a maximum of 18 radial 
segregation bands. With controlled growth, these features could be exploited to assemble multiple different quantum structures in 
a new dimension (circumferential direction) within nanowires. 
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1 Introduction 
Epitaxial growth may deviate from its simple form due to 
growth rate anisotropy, strain, entropy of mixing in alloys  
and capillarity, forming unintended self-formed features [1, 2]. 
Nanowires, which themselves are a result of growth rate 
anisotropy, are particularly prone to develop such self-formed 
features due to coexistence of multiple growth facets. Different 
types of such nanowire features have been reported, including 
unintentional core–shell structures [3, 4], radial elemental 
segregations [5–12], alloy fluctuations [13, 14], longitudinal wires 
that form along the vertical edges [15–17] and pyramidical 
elemental segregations [18, 19]. Most of these exhibit optical 
properties consistent with self-formed passivation layers [3] or 
quantum structures such as quantum dots [13, 18, 19], wires 
[15, 16], and rings [20, 21]. While some of these could be 
detrimental by giving rise to unintentional emission or acting 
as carrier traps, others such as the pyramidical elemental 
segregations have been reported to show superior optical 
properties, far exceeding that of those that are intentionally 
grown [18, 19]. On the other hand, self-assembly has long been 
used as a means of assembling structures in the nanoscale with 
a level of precision and ease that may not otherwise have been 
possible, and same has been true in relation to nanowires [16, 
18, 19, 22].  
These self-formations can be treated in three ways. Firstly, 
avoiding their formation (in cases that they are detrimental) 
[13, 14], secondly using them as competitive alternatives for 
intentional structures [3, 15] or in a third way by exploiting 
them as a basis to form novel device architectures through 
controlled and engineered growth, such as by coupling with 
intentional structures, or self-assembly [23, 24]. However, in 
all three cases, it is important to understand the form, growth, 
and evolution of these self-formed features. 
This work presents the formation of multiple radial segregation 
bands at the radii in high P containing ternary GaAsP nanowire 
shells. This observation is in contrast to the commonly observed 
six single bands that run along the radius following the corners 
of the hexagonal cross-section in shells of alloy materials 
[5–10, 12].Two prominent secondary bands are shown to form 
in the vicinity of the three radii in the <112> A direction. In 
addition to that, it is shown that the central P rich band can 
also be split into two narrow sub-bands in all radii, making 
the maximum possible total number of radial lines 18. To the 
best of our knowledge, such radial features have not been 
demonstrated before.  
To date in nanowires, structures have only been stacked 
either in the axial or radial direction due to the layer by layer 
nature of epitaxial growth. This has led to the utilisation of 
only two of the available dimensions on nanowires, while the 
circumferential direction is left unexploited. In this work, the 
formation, evolution, compositions, and growth conditions 
required for the formation of these features are understood 
using principals of vapour-solid (VS) growth on non-planar  
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surfaces. This knowledge can be used to engineer the regions 
between the P rich bands to form quantum wells (QWs) along 
the circumference; a new form of nanowire based quantum 
structure, that may bear important implications for novel 
quantum device engineering [23, 24]. 
2 Results and discussion 
2.1 Multiple radial segregations 
Figure 1(a) shows an annular dark field (ADF) scanning 
transmission electron microscope (STEM) cross-section image 
from a GaAs(1−x)Px–GaAs(1−y)Py core–shell nanowire with high 
(x, y > 0.5) P compositions. Ga droplet self-catalysed GaAsP 
core and two GaAsP shells, with the outer layer identified by the 
higher level of alloy fluctuations [14] (striations) are demarcated 
by broken lines. The first (inner) shell is grown unintentionally 
during the Ga catalyst droplet consumption step, which took 
place at a higher temperature of 640 C following the core 
growth. The second intentional shell was grown at a lower 
temperature of 550 C. Further details pertaining to growth can 
be found in the experimental section and a scanning electron 
microscopy (SEM) image of the nanowires is shown in Fig. S1 
in the Electronic Supplementary Material (ESM).  
Dark bands that extend radially towards the corners of the 
hexagon are visible in both shells. These lines correspond to  
P rich bands as the contrast in ADF images is related to the 
atomic number, with lighter elements appearing in dark contrast. 
The fast fourier transform (FFT) of the image shown in the 
inset of Fig. 1(b) confirms that the nanowires facets are of {110} 
type, meaning that the radial lines are in the <112> directions. 
The vertices have a higher surface chemical potential due to its 
higher curvature that results from small width of {112} facets  
[1, 2, 8] (see Fig. S2 in the ESM). The formation of the P rich 
bands is due to As atoms that have higher mobility diffusing 
away from the high potential vertices better than the less mobile 
P atoms [1, 2, 6, 25]. Similar segregations that take place as 
single-bands along the nanowire radii are commonly observed 
for most III-V semiconductor alloys [5–10, 12, 26]. Note that 
the jaggedness of these lines in the current sample is due to the 
non-uniform cross sectional shape evolution of the nanowire, 
which means that the irregular hexagonal shape has been 
shifting during growth. Out of the six bands in the outer shell, 
three alternating ones are clearly darker and more prominent 
than the other three.  
These nanowires have zincblende (ZB) crystal structure and 
the polarity arising from the existence of two types of atoms 
(anions and cations) within the crystal separates the six <112> 
directions into two (labelled A and B) polarities making the 
symmetry three-fold. The same type of facet can have different 
properties depending on its polarity, making the growth, 
diffusion, and decomposition different. This has been shown 
to cause the radial segregations in alloy III-V nanowires to have 
different sharpnesses and thicknesses between the radial lines 
present along the alternating <112> A and <112> B directions 
[6, 7]. Previous studies have shown that in GaAsP nanowire 
shells the darker P rich bands form at the <112> A radii due  
to the relatively weaker bond that group V materials form on 
predominantly Ga terminated A polar {112} surfaces [6, 15]. 
The relative directions ascertained accordingly are marked 
in Fig. 1(a). 
Figure 1(b) is a higher magnification image of the same 
cross-section. The image is falsely colourised in order to enhance 
contrast and highlight features. A closer inspection reveals that 
instead of one, three P rich bands coexist in two of the <112> 
A radii ( and  ) of the inner shell. This is further verified  
by the respective integrated intensity profiles shown inset. The 
middle band (henceforth referred to as primary band) is 
darker than those on the two sides (secondary bands). The third  
 
Figure 1 (a) ADF STEM image of a cross-section from a GaAsP core–shell nanowire. The core, shells and the relative <112> A/B directions are indicated.
(b) False colour higher magnification image of (a), showing the core and first shell. Numbered white solid arrows indicate multiple radial P-rich bands 
formed at <112> A radii. The inset plots show the integrated intensity profiles from a 2.5 nm wide strip around the respective white broken arrow. The 
dips in these intensity profiles correspond to the P rich bands. The inset FFT confirms the {110} type nanowire facets. (c) EDX maps showing P, As and Ga 
elemental distribution at the radius   in shell 1. All scale bars are 20 nm and the colour scales in (c) are linear between the respective indicated values. 
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radius () of the same polarity has two lines, the primary and 
one secondary. Their P rich nature is further verified by the 
EDX measurements and relevant elemental maps of radius  is 
shown in Fig. 1(c). The alternative three <112> B radii consist 
of typical single P rich bands.  
The secondary radial bands seen in <112> A radii appears 
to be sensitive to the compositional fluctuations (which could 
vary up to  15% of P in shell 1); with both in  and the one in 
 terminating at alloy fluctuations. Furthermore, the secondary 
band in  only appears within a P rich region (indicated by the 
red arrows) within the alloy fluctuation. These observations 
suggest that the secondary radial bands are highly sensitive to 
the composition. Another important observation is that the 
secondary bands are not continued to the outer shell which 
has a similar or slightly higher average P composition. While 
the high level of alloy fluctuations (which could vary up to 
 30% of P composition in shell 2) could be one strong reason, 
this observation also indicates that growth parameters could 
also affect the secondary band formation. The effect of 
composition and growth parameters will be discussed in detail 
later. 
Not all nanowires in this sample showed secondary P bands, 
or other features that are discussed later, most likely due to 
their high sensitivity to composition and growth rate, which 
slightly varied between these randomly positioned nanowires. 
Combinations of one or both secondary lines forming in one, 
two or all three <112> A radii were observed in others. One 
such example can be seen in Fig. 4. 
2.2 Nano-facet formation at the alternating vertices 
In order to investigate the origin of these multiple radial lines, 
a GaAsP core-only sample was grown using the same growth 
parameters as those used for the core of the above core–shell 
nanowires. Figure 2(a) shows ADF STEM image of a nanowire 
cross-section from this sample. As expected, the major side 
facets of these nanowire core were also of {110} type. However, 
in some nanowires, one or more of the alternative vertices 
deviate from the {110} facets, to form a slightly sharper vertex 
with a smaller angle than the typical 120, as shown by the 
yellow broken guideline drawn parallel to the facets. Additional 
inclined nanofacets seem to exist on these alternating vertices 
as indicated by the red arrows in the same image. These facets 
would most likely have formed during limited VS radial growth 
that took place during nanowire core growth. 
A recent report demonstrated formation of similar nanofacets 
at the alternating vertices of AlAs nanowire shells which made 
them deviate from the regular hexagonal cross-section and form 
sharper vertices [26]. Another report [27] has successfully 
simulated this growth and shown that the formation of nano-
facets is a combinational effect of surface energy anisotropy, 
orientation-dependent growth rates (which is enhanced in the 
<112> B directions for AlAs) and extremely low surface mobility 
of AlAs. However, the selection of polarity, is still unclear. 
Hence, a mechanism based on facet polarity is proposed here. 
At the vertices, the adatoms diffuse away from {112} facets 
to the adjacent {110} facets due to the higher surface potential 
of the former [1, 2]. If the diffusion length of the adatoms are 
limited, they would incorporate close to the respective corner 
of the receiving facet as shown in Fig. 2(b), and result in an 
evolution of new nanofacets slightly inclined to the {110} 
facets [28].  
Polarity of the formed facets affects this process, leading  
to the observed 3-fold symmetry. The new inclined facets that 
are inclined inwards compared to the {110} facets will have 
opposite polarity to the respective {112} facet. For example, as  
 
Figure 2 (a) ADF STEM image of a cross-section from a GaAsP core-only 
nanowire grown with the same growth conditions as the core of that 
shown in Fig. 1. Red arrows indicate the inclined facets formed at three of 
the alternating vertices and the yellow broken line is a guide to show the 
change in cross-sectional shape. (b) Schematic showing the proposed 
mechanism of inclined facet formation at the vertices. (c) Polarity of facets 
in the vicinity of vertices. Angles between facets are exaggerated for clarity. 
Inclined facets formed at a <112> A vertex will be of B polarity as shown 
by the red broken line and arrow. 
shown in Fig. 2(c), those adjacent to {112} A facet, will have 
opposite, B type polarity. Polar surfaces can have inequal 
densities of group III and V atoms in the surface unit cell, as 
on {112} surfaces which show a ratio of 1:2 between the 
two groups, or be stoichiometric where the number of atoms 
of the two groups are equal, yet with a dissimilar bonding 
arrangement in the two types leading to an electrically charged 
surface [29–32]. In the latter case, the effect of polarity is much 
weaker. However, in either case, on B polar surfaces, group V 
atoms form stronger bonds with higher coordination numbers 
and vice-versa [6, 29–32] (see Section S1 in the ESM for some 
examples of polarity of planes with inclination angles in the 
pink region of Fig. 2(c)). This increases the incorporation 
coefficients for group V atoms on B polar surfaces and group 
III atoms on A polar surfaces, reducing their diffusion lengths 
on the respective facets.  
GaAs growth is known to be less sensitive to polarity and 
form nanowires with regular hexagonal cross-section (or recover 
this shape after asymmetric growth) [7, 26, 27]. This is due to 
relatively long diffusion lengths of both, Ga and As [33]. When 
a considerable percentage of P, which has lower diffusion 
length than As [25] is added, the average diffusion length of the 
group V reduces, and this affects the B polar facets more as 
stated before. As shown in Ref. [6], there will be more group V 
material laterally flowing out of the {112} A facets due to its 
lower incorporation rate, leaving an abundance of material in 
the outside edges of the {112} A facet. The inclined and weakly 
B polar nanofacets in this region have lower diffusion lengths, 
blocking this material from migrating too far, and hence, 
forming the overgrowth. On the alternative vertex, the diffusion 
away from the {112} B top facet is lower and the diffusion 
length on the inclined weakly A polar nanofacets remains high 
enough for the adatoms to diffuse far enough on the {110} facet 
without accumulating at the corner. This makes the material 
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deposit closer at the {112} A facet and not so much at the {112} 
B facets.  
In comparison, in the AlGaAs material system, Al has much 
lower surface diffusion length than Ga [34] and addition of  
Al (or completely replacing Ga as in AlAs) would reduce the 
average diffusion length more on the A polar facets where 
group III atoms form stronger bonds [6]. This results in higher 
outflow from the {112}B facets and deposition at the vicinity 
of the same which has weakly A polar inclined facets. This 
explains the feature formation at opposite polar vertices in 
current GaAsP nanowire shells [26].  
Short diffusion lengths of less than few tens of nanometres 
that are comparable to the nanowire diameters and facet lengths 
are necessary to observe these effects. This broadly explains 
why these are not observed in most previous low P containing 
GaAsP and low Al containing AlGaAs growths [6, 7]. It may 
also be the reason for the inclined facet’s lack of prominence 
and definition in the current sample compared to those in the 
thicker AlAs shells [26] and their simulations [27]. The preference 
shown in formation of secondary bands in nanowires with 
relatively larger diameters (within the range observed) (see  
Fig. S4 in the ESM) may further support the requirement of 
comparable diffusion and facet lengths for the formation of 
secondary bands.   
2.3 Formation and evolution of multiple segregation 
bands on the nano-facets 
The effect of the above features on a thicker shell of a ternary 
material, where segregation profiles are able to develop is 
discussed next in relation to GaAs(1−x)Px.  
Figure 3 shows a schematic of a symmetric {112} A vertex 
of a nanowire core, with approximated planar inclined 
nanofacets. Due to its convex shape and narrow width, the top 
{112} A facet presents the highest surface chemical potential 
compared to the neighbouring facets [1, 2] (see the surface 
potential diagram in the inset of Fig. 3 and its determination 
in Section S2 in the ESM). Hence, the adatoms flow outwards 
as depicted in Fig. 3. As atoms that have longer migration 
length [25] diffuse better, forming a P rich radial band as 
discussed before [6]. Adatoms are incident on the inclined 
nanofacets by diffusion from the {112}A facet and direct 
impingement (ignoring the axial diffusion which is in the 
direction perpendicular to that of interest). Of these adatoms, 
As atoms [25] will diffuse further towards the {110} nanowire 
facets that have an even lower surface potential, more so than 
the P atoms; but to a lesser extent than with respect to the top  
 
Figure 3 Adatom flow during subsequent shell growth on a nanowire 
core with inclined facets at the vertices. The shaded regions in the shell 
indicate the possible segregations of alloys and the inset plots the variation 
of surface chemical potentials of the facets which are governed by the 
facet type, size and angles of intersection. 
{112} facet, forming less prominent secondary bands compared 
to the primary band. 
The lower level of segregation on the inclined facet is due 
to two reasons. First is the lower surface potential difference 
between the inclined and the {110} side facets compared to 
that between the top and the inclined facets, which mainly 
arises from the larger width of the inclined facets being more 
comparable to that of the side facets. Second reason is the 
already reduced effective available adatom ratio of P/As on the 
inclined facets that arises from a higher proportion of As atoms 
diffusing away from the {112} facet being incident on the 
inclined facet. The multiple segregation bands are somewhat 
analogous to vertical quantum wire formations in V-grooves 
on patterned substrates [1, 23, 35], although in reverse order, 
due to reverse direction of adatom flow. The surface chemical 
potentials shown in the inset of Fig. 3 are calculated considering 
only the shape effect. While the shape contributes to the 
largest component of the surface chemical potential, resulting 
segregation will give rise to strain and a decrease in entropy of 
mixing [1]. These will partially counter-act the above effects 
of shape in the subsequent shell growth, until the equilibrium 
conditions are reached [1]. See Sections S2 and S3 in the ESM 
for further details. 
Width of the inclined facet have been shown to increase 
with the thickness of the shell, proportionately to the thickness 
and the length of the {110} side facet [26]. Hence, another 
implication here is that the surface chemical potential of the 
inclined facet decreases with the shell thickness due to its 
increasing width (see Eq. (S3) in the ESM, Section S2). This 
means that even if a constant angle,  is assumed (where in 
reality this may also vary depending on the composition), the 
level of segregation will decrease with thickness. The resulting 
secondary bands would be getting broader and more diffused. 
On the other hand, width of the top {112} facet is not generally 
observed to change with the thickness in these GaAsP shells  
[6, 15]. This would mean that the surface chemical potential 
of the top facet would remain constant. However, the decrease 
in chemical potential of the inclined facets would mean that 
the potential difference between the top facet and the inclined 
facet would increase leading to more outflow of adatoms   
(Eq. (S5) in the ESM, Section S2). Hence, in theory, the primary 
line should get more prominent with shell thickness.  
As seen in Fig. 1, the above discussed ideal evolution with 
thickness is not seen in vertices of all nanowires, due to 
irregularity in shell shape evolution and alloy fluctuations. 
Figures 4(a)–4(d) show details of a different cross-section from 
the same sample and shows one of the nanowires that contained 
a vertex showing controlled evolution. The bottom vertex in 
Fig. 4(a) shows the broadening of the two secondary lines with 
the increasing shell thickness. A guide to eye marking the 
boundary of the secondary bands is drawn in Fig. 4(b), which 
is a higher magnification image of the bottom radius. The other 
two radii of the same polarity as the bottom radius show two 
bands, of which the secondary bands have been interrupted by 
alloy fluctuations. 
2.4 Splitting of the primary band 
The ADF intensity profile taken across the region marked   
by red arrows in the primary band in Fig. 4(b) is shown in  
Fig. 4(c). It reveals that, this middle P rich band actually consists 
of two narrower bands as marked by white arrows in Fig. 4(b) 
and red arrows in Fig. 4(c). As shown in Fig. 4(d), this splitting 
of the principal radial line is also seen in some places along B 
polar radii, but to a lower extent.  
While the reason for this splitting is not entirely clear, the  
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sizable {112} facet of the bottom vertex can be roughly seen to 
be dissociated into two smaller constituent nanofacets, forming 
a concave shape as shown by the broken-line guides in Fig. 4(b). 
It has been shown that GaAs {112} facets of both polarities can 
be unstable and dissociate into surfaces of {110}, {111} and 
{124} [36, 37]. These dissociated surfaces have lower surface 
energy than {112} surface, more so under As rich MBE growth 
conditions similar to those used in the current study [36]. 
Therefore, here, the total surface related energy at the vertex 
could be reduced by the dissociation when the {112} facet is 
sizable, despite creation of an additional concave shape and two 
sharper vertices. These facets can form a small local surface 
chemical potential dip in the middle, attracting few As adatoms 
and splitting the primary P band.  
According to the above observations, in its most complex 
form, the <112> A polar radii in GaAsP shells could contain 
two secondary P rich bands that fade with thickness and a more 
prominent primary band which is split in to two sub-bands, 
while the primary band at the <112> B radii are also split. A 
schematic summarising this structure and its evolution with 
shell thickness is given in Fig. 4(e). 
2.5 Effect of growth parameters and composition 
It was discussed that these secondary lines are sensitive to 
 
Figure 4 (a) False colour ADF STEM image of another nanowire cross section from the same sample as that in Fig. 1. Solid arrows indicate the P rich 
bands formed at the <112> A radii. (b) A higher magnification image of the bottom radius in (a), showing the broadening of the secondary bands and 
two narrow sub-bands that form the primary band. The broken white line is drawn parallel to the interface between the two GaAsP shells. (c) ADF
intensity profile across the band at the position marked by the red arrows in (b). Two dips in intensity are present,  1 nm apart. (d) Magnified image of 
the <112> B radii marked by the red square in (a), showing two faint sub-bands. Inset shows the intensity profile across the position marked by the white
arrows. Two dips are seen. (e) Schematic of a nanowire cross section in its most complex form. The <112> A radii would have four P segregation lines
and <112> B radii would have two. 
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alloy fluctuations. Most of them are seen to terminate at alloy 
fluctuations, while some could even originate at these (Figs. 1(b) 
and 4(a)). These observations are indicative of their sensitivity 
to composition of the GaAs(1−x)Px alloy. As mentioned earlier, 
when the shell material is an alloy, the effect from shape on 
the surface chemical potential gets partially regulated by the 
build-up of strain and reduction of entropy of mixing, both 
of which arise due to segregation of the alloy (Section S3,    
Eq. (S6) in the ESM) [1, 8]. This relationship, which incorporates 
compositions is therefore used to ascertain a relationship 
between the GaAs(1−x)Px composition and the formation of the 
secondary P rich bands. 
Regulation of surface chemical potential will result in that 
of As decreasing on the top and inclined facets, and that of P 
increasing on both facets (Eqs. (S7)–(S11) in the ESM). In order 
to continue the adatom flow in the required direction and form 
multiple P rich bands such that compositions t i,x x  > sx , the 
surface chemical potentials for As should be μt,A > μi,A > μs,A, 
and the composition normalised lateral surface fluxes, Nj  
should be N,it,Aj  > N,it ,Pj  and N,si,Aj  > N,si,Pj  (the splitting of the 
centre P rich band is not considered in the current growth 
model, and subscripts t, i, s, A, P refer to the top, inclined and 
side facets, and As and P, respectively).  
Figure 5 plots the maximum possible range of GaAs(1−x)Px 
shell composition sx  against small  values similar to those 
experimentally observed, where the above inequalities could 
be satisfied and hence facilitate formation of multiple P rich 
bands. The shaded areas refer to different r ratios of diffusion 
coefficients and surface adatom densities of As and P, where  
it ,si t ,i As it,si t,i P( ) /( )r n D n D=  (see Eq. (S5) in the ESM). The details  
of the parameters used for the plot are given in the ESM, 
Section S3. 
Few interesting inferences can be made from this plot. For 
small values of  and r, the secondary bands could only form 
in the high P composition shells. The other indication is that 
the minimum P composition for the formation of the multiple 
radial bands reduces with the ratio between the coefficients, r. 
Although the absolute values may differ due to the actual 
parameter values under the growth conditions being different 
to those adopted from literature [38, 39], the trends indicated 
in Fig. 5 explain the absence of such multiple radial bands in 
GaAsP shells of lower P composition (< 0.5) that has been  
 
Figure 5 Shell composition sx  ranges where multiple P rich bands can 
form, plotted against the inclination angle . The shaded regions correspond  
to different it,si t,i As it ,si t ,i P( ) / ( ) ,r n D n D= As:P surface flux coefficient ratios.  
Note that the higher r regions encompass the lower r regions. 
studied before [6, 15]. For small angles of , the range of shell 
compositions that allows the formation of multiple radial lines 
is relatively narrow. When the alloy composition fluctuates to 
outside of this region, visible secondary radial segregations are 
interrupted. This justifies their sensitivity to composition and 
alloy fluctuations within the GaAsP shell.  
The multiple P rich bands are not observed in the outer 
(intentional) shell, albeit having a similar and high composition 
of P as the inner (unintentional) shell. While one reason could 
be the higher level of alloy fluctuations, which makes the 
formation and continuation of the bands difficult, another 
reason could be the different growth conditions. As elaborated 
in the experimental section, the inner shell was mainly grown 
under a higher temperature and low precursor fluxes. These 
conditions result in the increase in the ratio r, due to the ratio 
between the sticking coefficients of As and P increasing with 
temperature [40]. With the increase of the ratio, the minimum 
P composition for the multiple radial band formation has  
decreased and the range of allowed compositions increased. 
Therefore, in this case it appears that the  0.5–0.7 P com-
position range observed in the current nanowire shells is allowed 
to form secondary bands only under the high r shell 1 growth 
conditions and not under those of shell 2, despite their 
compositions being similar. 
It should be noted that the inclination angle  is considered 
to be independent in the current model. However, the possibility 
to maintain angle  may also depend on the shell composition 
xs [27]. This aspect makes the real growth more complex and 
interdependent, together with the above discussed points, well 
explaining the difficulty seen in formation and continuation of 
the secondary P rich bands. 
3 Conclusions 
Formation of multiple P segregation lines at the radii connecting 
the vertices of the hexagonal GaAs(1−x)Px nanowire shells were 
studied. In its most complex form, the <112> A radii formed 
four segregation lines, while the <112> B radii formed two. 
Their formation was found to be a result of two types of 
nanofacets forming at the vertices of the nanowires, of which, 
one type only formed at vertices of <112> A polarity. The 
resulting multiple segregation lines were shown to be driven 
by the relative migration of As and P adatoms, away from the 
facets with higher surface chemical potential. The secondary P 
rich bands at <112> A radii was shown to be evolving with the 
shell thickness. It was found that a high P composition was 
necessary for the formation of these bands. In addition, growth 
conditions that increase the diffusivity difference between  
As and P were found to increase the likelihood of forming 
multiple radial lines. 
Nanowire QWs are often assembled in the radial and axial 
directions in tubular and disc forms, respectively [41–44]. The 
current results demonstrate a self-formation of composition 
varied finite regions within the nanowire in the form of P 
deficient radial bands encompassed between P rich bands. As 
proposed in the introduction, one of the most appealing uses 
of these formations would be to be engineered as QWs in the 
circumferential direction, which is both novel and unattainable 
if not for self-assembly (due to the layer by layer nature of 
shell growth around the nanowire). Although demonstrated 
here for GaAsP, this concept can be extended to other ternary 
compounds such as AlGaAs and InGaAs, where lower band 
gap binary constituent species have higher diffusion lengths. 
The understanding of their formation gained through this 
work can be used to intentionally form designed structures 
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with desired properties. Grown together with other intentional 
structures, these circumferential radial QWs can be used to 
enhance the properties of the former by using them as captors 
and selective injectors of carriers into the intentionally grown 
areas, similar to vertical quantum wells and wires in V-grooves 
and inverted pyramids [23, 24]. Thus, this work paves the  
way to incorporating quantum wells in nanowires in a novel 
dimension, which would greatly enhance the versatility of 
nanowires for complex device designs. 
4 Experimental methods 
The GaAsP nanowires were grown by solid source molecular 
beam epitaxy (SSMBE) on Si (111) substrates, using Ga droplet 
self-catalysed technique. The GaAsP nanowire cores were grown 
for 90 min at 640 C with Ga, As and P fluxes of 9.2  10−8, 1.7  
10−6 and 1.2  10−6 Torr, respectively. These growth conditions 
yielded nanowires of around 10 μm in length. For the core 
only sample, the growth was terminated immediately after this 
step. In the core–shell nanowires, the Ga droplet left from the 
core growth was consumed in two steps of 10 min each before 
the shell growth. As and P fluxes used for the two steps are 6.8  
10−7 and 3.5  10−7, and 5.1  10−6 and 5.0  10−6 Torr, respectively. 
The 1st shell (shell 1) and the multiple radial bands are formed 
during these Ga particle consumption steps most likely using 
the residual Ga left in the chamber. Since the multiple radial 
bands are more commonly observed closer to the core and the 
available amount of residual Ga depletes with time, they are 
presumed to have formed during the first of the two particle 
consumption steps. The intentional outer shell (shell 2) was 
grown at a lower temperature of 550 C for 60 min with Ga, 
As and P fluxes of 9.2  10−8, 5.1  10−6 and 5.0  10−6 Torr, 
respectively.  
The nanowire cross-sections were prepared by embedding 
them in low-viscosity (LV) resin followed by microtome 
sectioning. The microtome slices were approximately 80 nm 
thick. The STEM analysis was carried out using a Jeol ARM 
200F microscope operating at 200 kV. The EDX compositional 
analysis was performed using an Oxford Instruments 100 mm2 
windowless detector installed within the same microscope. 
SEM analysis shown in the ESM was carried out using a Zeiss 
Gemini 500 operating at 10 kV. 
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